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Abstract

The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Program is an
unprecedented effort by a state to protect the long-term values and benefits
of renewable ocean resources and activities. The program extends Oregon's
comprehensive statewide planning and coastal zone management program
seaward to provide a coordinated, comprehensive policy and management
framework for state and federal agencies and Oregon's local governments. Its
objective is to produce a framework for decisions that recognizes both the
environmental links between the marine ecosystem and ocean resources and
the economic importance of ocean resource use to coastal communities and
the nation.

Oregon's initiative is an attempt to redefine the relationshipbetween
the federaland state governments withrespect to resource management within
a part of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone. The Oregon Program asserts
the state's right and responsibility to plan for and jointly manage ocean
resources and uses which affect the state, through creation of an Ocean
Stewardship Area.

Introduction

In 1987, Oregon's legislative leadership took advantageof an opening
"window of opportunity" to enact ocean policy legislation (Knccht, Cicin-Sain,
& Archer, 1988). Ocean resource "problems" (a scheduled oil and gas lease
sale in federal waters on the outer continental shelf [OCS] and industry
interest in marine mining), "politics" (well-positioned legislative leadership
from a coastal constituency genuinely committed to resource protection and
managerial reform), and "policy" (discussion of ocean management schemes
coupled with considerable guilt over the failure of the State to address the
"wet" side of coastal zone management) did, in fact, converge. The result was
enactment of the Oregon Ocean Resource Management Act.

As is often the case, Oregon's innovation in public policy was driven
in part by real world events. Significant events and forces which have
influenced Oregon's ocean resource planning process include:

1) Gorda Ridge

In late 1983, the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) proposed a
lease sale for polymetallic sulfide minerals on the Gorda Ridge. The Draft
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Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed lease revealed an absence
of information on mineral resources, as well as major gaps in knowledge
about ocean conditions, marine resources, and the potential impacts of
development. Naturalresourceagencystaff,academics, environmentalists,and
some coastal residents reacted strongly to DOI's seeming haste to move
forward with the leasing process. In early 1984, Oregon Governor Victor
Atiyeh and Secretary of Interior William Clark created a technical
state-federal task to determine the implications of a lease sale on the Gorda
Ridge. The Gorda Ridge Task Force coordinated annual summer research
dives from 1984 through 1988. Upon advice of the Task Force, DOI, the
major research funding contributor, has now determined that leasing would
be premature and has officiallyterminated the lease sale processand the Task
Force.

2) Placer Minerals

Promising research findings and entrepreneurial interest in mining
nearshore placer sand deposits (chromium and titanium) caused the 1987
Oregon Legislature to enact framework legislation to allow private sector
exploration for hard minerals. 1987 S.B. 606 (ORS Chapter 274) gives the
Division of State Lands authority to enter into contracts with private parties
for the purpose of exploration for mineral resources. While the 1987 law
neither commits the State to marine mineral development nor allows such
development to occur until authorized by the Territorial Sea Management
Plan(due to be completed in mid-1991), fisheries interestsand coastalcitizens
have voiced strong opposition to the very idea of marine mineral exploration
or development. Public opposition to marine mining increased to the point
where there is considerableopposition to even publicsector or academic data
collection and analysis. Greenpeaceand local fishermen protested with their
vessels a recent Department of the Interior-funded research cruise.
Preliminary returns from the cruise are not promising.

3) Offshore Oil and Gas Development

The failure of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to respond
adequately to the concerns of Oregonians regarding the scheduled 1992OCS
lease sale in the Oregon-Washington Planning Area was the most publicized
ocean resource management issue. For many Oregonians,the purpose of the
ocean resource management program was to develop a strategy to prevent oil
and gas leasing in federal offshorewaters. The views of Oregonians received
recognition in the deliberations of the Pacific Northwest OCS Task Force
described below and President Bush's June, 1990decision to delay any leasing
off Oregon and Washington until the year 2000.

4) EXXON Valdez
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Public outrage at the consequences of major oil spills has added a
new constituencysupportingoceanplanning. The nightlytelevisionimages of
oiled birds and dead otters in Prince William Sound focused the mterest of

many Oregonians on the more than 1400 offshore rocks and islands located
off the Oregon coastwhich provide importanthabitat for birds and mammals.
A latent belief that these and other marine habitats should be adequately
protected has erupted into an issue of widespread publicconcern.

Full implementation of the Oregon Ocean Resources Management
Act will result in two planning documents to guide state and federal decisions
concerning offshore activities. The two plans are:

1)The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Plan-a comprehensive
management plan for ocean resources and uses within the 200-mile U.S.
Exclusive EconomicZone, including the Oregonterritorial sea,wascompleted
in June, 1990, and submitted to Oregon's Land Conservation and
Development Commission for its approval by 01 December 1990 as part of
Oregon's coastal management program.

2) The Territorial Sea Management Plan~a more detailed plan to
manage resources in Oregon's territorial sea(0-3 miles), originally mandated
to be completed and adopted by the State Land Board by July, 1991.

Ocean Resource Management Plan

The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Plan has four major
elements: 1) an analysis of state and federal laws, programs, and regulations
affecting ocean resources within the planning area, including gaps, overlaps,
and conflicts; 2) a studyof present and future ocean usesoff Oregon, and an
analysis of the state's management regime for such uses; 3) maps and other
information about ocean conditions, uses, and resources, computerized to
facilitate plan decisions; and 4) recommendations to develop or improve state
agency programs for managing ocean resources.

The Plan also recommends that the 1991 Oregon Legislature extend
the deadline for and broaden the scope of the more detailed Territorial Sea
Management Plan. Such changes would allow fuller consideration of
developments since the passageof the Oregon Ocean Resources Management
Act in 1987, such as President Reagan's December, 1988 Proclamation
widening the United States territorial sea from 3 to 12nautical miles and the
1989 Oregon Legislature's decision to prohibit any leasing in the state's
territorial sea for oil and gasdevelopment priorto 30 June 1995 (1989Oregon
Laws ch. 895 (S.B. 1152)). The Plan recommends extending that prohibition
indefinitelyand also prohibiting commercial mineralexploration in the state's
territorial sea for five years.
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The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Act was a legislative,
rather than an Executive Branch initiative. Ocean resource management
issues were not originally part of Governor Goldschmidt's legislative agenda,
although he actively supported the legislation. The principal author, State
Senator Bill Bradbury from the coastal community of Bandon, was supported
in his efforts by all state legislators of both parties from coastal cities and
counties. The Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development
(DLCD) and the Division of State Lands staff provided assistance in
legislativedrafting. Legislative spokespersons for other affected state agencies
did not take any advocacy position on the legislation. Four environmental
lobbyists offered general support. No one testified in opposition to the"
legislation.

Even though they received no funds to underwrite agency
participation on the Task Force, other agency directors strongly supported the
program from the beginning. Agency directors on the Task Force have
willingly added the assignment to their workload. State agencies have spent
approximately $866,000 for ocean planning and related activities during the
1987-89biennium. The Legislature's direct appropriation was $374,452.

The Governor's recommended oceanbudget for the 1989-91 biennium
totaled $1.05 million for all agencies. The Legislature understood the real
costs of the program incurred in the previous biennium, agreed with the
agencies' priority consideration of ocean issues, and approved the Governor's
recommended amount with almost no discussion. In response to the EXXON
Valdez disaster, the Legislature appropriated an additional $40,000 to
accelerate oil spill response planning.

The Task Force's only assignment was to prepare the Ocean Plan and
make recommendations for its implementation. Plan policyrecommendations
are not self-implementing. The Task Force itself has no authority to adopt
regulations. The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Act did not confer
new authority on any agency to adopt specific regulations for ocean resources
or ocean uses, although the Plan makes legislative recommendations for new
agency authority.

The Ocean Resource Management Plan: Four Program Innovations

Boundary innovation: the ocean stewardship area

The Task Force has endorsed an ecosystems-based ocean resource
management approach by asserting Oregon's ocean stewardship
responsibilities through creation of an Ocean Stewardship Area. The Ocean
Stewardship Area includes the entire continental margin from mean high
water, across the continental shelf, and down to the bottom of the continental
slope. The width of the continental margin varies from about 35 miles at
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Cape Blanco to about 80 miles off the northern coast. Depth to the ocean
floor at the edge of the margin varies from about 3000 meters off the
southern coast to about 2200 meters off the northern coast.

Innovations in management: marine parks, gardens, and reserves

Statewide Planning Goal 19 and the Oregon Ocean Resources
Management Act of 1987 both call upon the Task Force to make
recommendations which will give priority to the proper management and
protection of renewable resources. To carryout its legal mandate and meet
its oceanstewardship responsibilities, the Task Force has recognized the need
to institute special protective measures.

The Task Force considered a recommendation which could lead to

the establishment of Rocks and Island Critical Habitat Areas. Most of the

areas are located in the Oregon Offshore National Wildlife Refuge System,
with the above-water areas managed by the US Fish & Wildlife Service as
ecological preserves to protect the habitat and wildlife dependent upon the
habitat. The aquatic areas around the rocks and islands fall under state
jurisdiction. The establishment of access controls, buffer zones, or other
protective measures will require close federal/state cooperation.

During public hearings held in November, 1989, the Task Force
witnessed the head-on collision between fishermen concerned about any
reduction in fishingareas and individualcitizens and representatives ofwildlife
protection organizations who just as vigorouslysupported additional measures
to protect threatened wildlife from the effects of human disturbance. A basic
conflict of values surfaced, to no one's real surprise. It turned out to be the
most divisive issue the Task Force would face. The Task Force eventually
reaffirmed the status quo in state and federal fisheries management and the
need to protect commercial and recreational fishing from the negative effects
of other ocean uses.

Governance innovations: the ocean advisory council

The Task Force has concluded that a permanent mechanism is
needed to retain the values of a multidisciplinary, interagency, joint
public-private approach to ocean planning, policy formulation, and
coordination. The Task Force recommends legislative establishment of an
Ocean Policy Advisory Council comprised of state agencies, ocean users,
coastal local government, and citizen representatives. The Council would
coordinate preparation of the more detailed Oregon Territorial Sea
Management Plan within the framework of the Oregon Ocean Resources
Management Plan. The Council also would serve as a visible forum for
discussion of ocean policy issues and proposed ocean development projects,
coordinate the ocean resource interests and expertise of state and federal
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agencies, and assure that local governments are full participants in ocean
policy discussions.

Innovations in state-federal relations: the struggle for co-management

Both the Oregon Legislature and the Governor expect Oregon's
ocean program to be an agent of change in ocean governance within the
federal system. The Governor anticipates the emergence of a totally new
intergovernmental relationship, the ultimate objective of which would be
state-federal co-management of all ocean resources within the Ocean
Stewardship Area, ifnot the entire EEZ. Steps toward co-management have
been taken in the case of potential placer mining and OCS oil and gas
development.

Placer mining

An Oregon/U.S.Department of Interior Placer Task Force hasbeen
established and is investigating the economic and environmental feasibility of
placer mining in state and federal waters off Oregon. The preliminary
investigation will provide key information for developing state and federal
approaches to placer mining. The State has prevailed on the Department of
the Interior to include federal funds to study the environmental risks ofplacer
mining as well as to undertake an assessment ofmarket conditions for these
minerals. Based on recent, preliminary results, the Placer Task Force may
soon follow the path of the disbanded Gorda Ridge Task Force.

Oil and gas development and environmental studies

At the request of Oregon, Washington, and northwest Indian tribal
governments, Congress instructed the Department of the Interior to create a
Pacific Northwest Regional Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Task Force; this
body was established in January, 1989. Unfortunately, progress on substantive
issues was slow at first. The new political leadership at the Minerals
Management Service (MMS) appeared to take the Northwest Task Force
seriously, assigning the MMS Deputy Director to represent the agency.

Pursuant to congressional direction requested bythe two states, the
Interior Department signed a cooperative agreement with thePacific Marine
Fisheries Commission to subcontract with the Oregon Department ofFish and
Wildlife, Washington Department of Fisheries, and the Pacific Northwest
Intertribal Fish Commission for athree-year commercial fisheries data study.
The work includes elements viewed by both states as essential to meet state
oceanresource management needsevenif an oiland gas lease saleis not held
until after the year 2000, pursuant to the President's June, 1990 decision.

Other state/federal agency cooperation
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As Oregon's program gains visibility and generates policy
recommendations on a variety of ocean resource management issues, federal
agencies have begun to listen more carefully and respond more positively to
Oregon's ocean resource management concerns.

Citing interest in Oregon's unique ocean planning program, the
National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA)assigned asenior
staff member to coordinate federal agency participation in Oregon's ocean
program. NOAA readily approved Oregon's Ocean Resources Management
Act as an additional element of the State's federally-approved Coastal
Management Program.

The Oregon Ocean Resources Management Task Force established
excellent working relations with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, various
NOAA agencies (especially the National Marine Fisheries Service), the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
These agencies, having been active in the ocean plan preparation phase, will
eventually carry out the letter andspirit of new Stateagency programs which
are developed as a result of the plan's recommendations.

The ability of Oregon to point to a comprehensive planning
document, prepared with the active participation of federal agencies and
carrying the combined weight of both state and federal agency agendas,
strengthened the State in its dealings withthe Minerals Management Service.
The work of the Oregon Ocean Resources Management Task Force also
demonstrated to Oregon's congressional delegation thatStateagencies, federal
agencies operating in Oregon, and Oregon's citizens were taking their
stewardship responsibilities seriously. Oregon iswilling to use its scarce fiscal
resources to collect data, conduct careful analyses, and carefully articulate
public policy in an open process. Moreover, the Governor wanted to move
beyond litigation, continued reliance on the congressional appropriations
process, and political confrontation asthe customarywaysto achieveOregon's
ocean resource management objectives.

Conclusion

Sound planning willbe necessary to protect, conserve, and securean
optimal economic return from Oregon's ocean resources. Planning canensure
a collaborative, efficient, and balanced decision-making process. The private
sector is often the prime mover in ocean resourcedevelopment. What does
or does not happen offshore, and at what pace, usually depends on market
conditions and the judgment of ocean users. However, resource allocation
decisions are bestmade in advance of development requests, if at all possible.
New offshore uses may represent economic trade-offs that diminish existing
ocean uses rather than simply adding to existing levels of income now derived
from ocean resources.
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Oregon's ocean planning program is viewed nationally and
internationally as a forward-looking and innovative approach to ocean
governance. TheState's strategic geographic location and outstanding ocean
resource diversity and productivity present Oregonians with an opportunity to
play an increasingly important role in Pacific Rim affairs. With its ownocean
policy and management house in order, Oregonians will have prepared
themselves to make credible contributions to any future examination of new
forms of ocean governance at the national and international levels.
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California's Ocean Resources Management (CORM) Program History,
Status, Promise

Susan O'Malley Wade
California Environmental Affairs Agency

Introduction

The following is a report on California's Ocean Resources
Management (CORM) Program which commenced in January 1990. The
Program's authorizing legislation, the California Ocean Resources
Management Act of 1990, passed the legislature and was signed by the
Governor in 1989 (AB 2000,1989). The Program is composed of a Task Force
and Advisory Committee which will prepare a report with recommendations
on California's management of ocean uses. The report and recommendations
will be delivered to the Governor and Legislature by 01 January 1993.
California's Cabinet Secretary of Environmental Affairs is Chair of the Task
Force. The author of this paper is Program Manager of CORM.

This report will present background to and report on the status of the
CORM Program to October of 1990, and comment on its promise.

Background to the CORM Program

The California Ocean Resources Management (CORM) Program is
the product of cooperative legislative and executive efforts to improve
California's regime for managing its ocean uses. Because of the scope and
interdependence of global ocean issues, it is essential to understand the
CORM Program in its historicinternationaland nationalcontexts, particularly
as it relates to the Law of the Sea Treaty of 1982, the U.S. Presidential
Proclamations regarding the Exclusive Economic Zone in 1983, and the
extension of the Territorial Sea in 1987. In order to keep this paper to the
required length, however, I refer the reader to the literature, and focus on
California. (CORM Program Draft Study Plan, 1990; Wade, 1989)

California

In summary, challenged by changing international and national ocean
jurisdictions, uncertain authorities, increasing ocean uses, and evolving
technologies, the California ocean constituency has been pressing for an
improved state ocean management framework. The organized part of this
constituency represents local, state, and federal government, the university
systems, environmental and interest groups, and ocean industries. Each of
these groups, and often subgroups of each, has its own management objectives
and strategic agenda. Often these objectives and agendas have evolved in an
iterative process over long periods of time, resulting in a rich ocean policymix
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in California, but one dependent on increasingly obscure connections and
unpredictable outcomes. Concurrently, the state hasnot identified as a whole
its long-term interests in its offshore jurisdictions, nor has it evaluated its
legal, fiscal, and institutional capacity to manage those interests.

It is important thatCalifornia identify and evaluate itsocean interests
since, with a population of30 million, those interests apply to approximately
1100 miles of coastline extending through state waters to3 n.m. seaward, and
through the adjacent Territorial Sea to 12 n.m. seaward, and the Exclusive
Economic zone to 200 n.m. seaward.

AB2000

Though the Territorial Sea and Exclusive Economic Zone adjacent
to California are federal waters, AB 2000 finds and declares, inter alia, that,

"(i) The exclusive economic zone, the territorial sea, state
waters, and terrestrial environments are an interdependent
system that has to be managed through a cooperative effort
between appropriate federal, state, and local agencies. The
fluid, dynamic nature of the ocean and the migration of
many of its living resources beyond state and federal
boundaries extend the ocean management interests of this
state beyond the three- nautical-mile limit currently managed
bythe state pursuant to the federal Submerged Lands Act..."
(Sec. 36001).

In addition, AB 2000 is explicit with respect to California's policy
regarding all its adjacent ocean waters:

"(a) It is the policy of the State of California to do the
following: (I) Assess the long-term values and benefits of the
conservation and development of ocean resources and uses
with the objective of restoring or maintaining the health of
the ocean ecosystem and ensuring the proper management
of renewable and nonrenewable resources. (2) Encourage
ocean resources development which is environmentally
sound, sustainable, and economically beneficial. (3) Provide
for efficient and coordinated resources management in state
and federal waters. (4) Assert the interests of this state in
cooperation with federal agencies in the sound management
of ocean resources. (5) Promote research, study, and
understanding of ocean processes and resources to acquire
the scientific information necessary to understand theocean
ecosystem and life- support systems and the relationships of
ocean development activities and associated impacts on
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ocean and coastal resources of the state and adjacent zones
of federal jurisdiction. (6) Encourage research and
development of innovative, environmentally compatible
marine technologies for protection, exploration, and
utilization of ocean resources, (b) It is further the policy of
the State of California to develop and maintain an ocean
resources planning and management program to promote
and ensure coordinated management of federal resources
and uses with those in state waters, and with adjacent states,
to ensure effective participation in federal planning and
management of ocean resources and uses which may affect
this state, and to coordinate state agency management of
ocean resources with local government management of
coastal zone uses and resources above the mean high tide
line." (Sec. 36002).

AB 2000 mandates a state interagency Task Force with California's
Cabinet Secretary of Environmental Affairs as Chair. The Task Force is to
prepare the report regarding ocean management activities and impacts,
including recommendations to increase coordination and consolidation of the
state's ocean management activities. AB 2000 provides guidelines for a
minimum of information that should be included in the CORM report. The
bill also mandates an Advisory Committee and specifies a minimum of
categories for its membership, including coastal local governments, federal
agencies, environmental and interest groups, the legislature, and relevant
ocean industries.

Secretary of Environmental Affairs

The designation of the Cabinet Secretary of Environmental Affairs as
Chair of the CORM Task Force derives from the Secretary's existing
responsibilities for ocean and other media, including:

* Advising the Governor as prescribed by OCSLA
Sec. 19.This includes consultation (such as those resulting in
stipulations for oil and gas lease sales 73 and 80) between
the U.S. Department o the Interior and the Governor prior
to approval of lease sales. (Merksamer, 1983): review and
coordination of offshore policies and activities of state
agencies, and liaison between state and local agencies and
the federal government. Liaison duties are carried out
through coordination and facilitation, primarily through
convening ad hoc Joint Review Panels (JRPs). These panels
are made up of representatives of responsible federal, state,
and local permitting agencies in order to contract and review
required environmental impact reports/statements for
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offshore projects. (Kahoe, 1987)

* Administration of the Coastal Resources Energy
Assistance Act of 1985 funded by OCSLA 8(9) monies. This
program provides $25 million to coastal counties and $10
million to coastal cities to plan for and manage impacts of
OCSoilandgas development. (Coastal Resources & Energy
Assistance Program, 1989)

* Administration of the Local Marine Fisheries
Impact Program funded by OCSLA 8(9) monies. This
program addresses past andcumulative impacts to fishermen
from OCS oil and gas development. The first year was
funded at $2,150,000, the second year at $1,950,000, and the
third year is proposed at $1,850,000. (Tillman, 1990)

* Oversight and coordination of ocean activities in
California's adjacent federal waters withthe goal to preserve
and maximize the State's effective participation in its
adjacent Territorial Sea and Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ). The Secretary identifies and coordinates the State's
evolving interests in federal waters off its coast including
those for hard minerals (Sharpless, 1988 and 1987), revenue
sharing, and State/federal decisionmaking.

* Serving as the Governor's designee on regional
ocean forums such as the Dept. of Interior's OCS Policy
Committee, the West Coast States/BC Task Force, the
Gorda Ridge Task Force (now inactive), and on national
organizations such as the Coastal States Organization.

* Serving as Chair of California's Air Resources
Board. The Secretary also sits on California's Integrated
Waste Management and Water Resources Control Boards.

These responsibilities andthose for the CORM Program complement
one another since their sum requires the Secretary to maintain an inclusive
view of multi-media and transboundary uses and their interdependent effects
and to recognize the need for integrated management and the potential for
scientific, socio-economic, and political linkages.

Status of the CORM Program

CORM Task Force
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The mandate of the CORM Task Force is to prepare the CORM
Report. AB 2000 prescribes the 29 membersof the Task Force, including the
Chair. Twenty six members are chairpersons or executives of state agencies
withocean related activities. Othermembers arethe chancellor and president
of the California university system, and the director of California Sea Grant
Program.

CORM Advisory Committee

The mandate of the CORM Advisory Committee is to advise the
Task Force in its preparation of the report and to review drafts. The CORM
Advisory Committee now numbers 120 members including representatives of
coastallocalgovernments, federal agencies, environmentaland interest groups,
the legislature, and relevant ocean industries. In addition, the Secretary has
designated representatives of state agencies not named to the Task Force but
with ocean interests, such as the Native American Heritage Commission and
the Office of Emergency Services. In order to involve adjacent jurisdictions,
the Secretary also designated as Advisory Committee members the Governor
of Oregon and two Mexican Secretariats.

CORM Task Force Chair

The mandate of the CORM Chair is to provide all staff support, to
call the Task Force together, to appoint the Advisory Committee with advice
from the Task Force, and to submit the report and recommendations to the
Governor and Legislature by January 1991. There is no budget for the CORM
Program.The Program depends, therefore, on the Secretary of Environmental
Affairs as Chair for leadership, staffing, and overhead.Currently, we have one
full-time Program Manager, a graduate Sea Grant Fellowwho will be leaving
in December, and a part-time Executive Fellow. We are pursuing several
avenues to maintain and increase this staff level.

CORM Program Objectives

We established objectives and a preliminary three-year agenda at the
commencement of the Program. The objectives for the first year include the
following:

* issue the draft scoping document for comment (CORM Program
Draft Study Plan, July 1990);

* create a flexible Task Force and Advisory Committee organization
congruent with the Program's objectives (CORM ProgramSubcommittee List,
1990); and

* prepare drafts of products that will provide a baseline for subsequent
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discussion and analyses, includinginventories of current and potential ocean
uses (CORM Program List of Ocean Uses, and Use Inventories, 1990),
inventories of State and federal ocean statutes and programs (CORM
Program Draft State and Federal Legal Inventory Spreadsheets, October 17,
1990), inventories ofState ocean education capacity and ocean data bases, and
a preliminary bibliography.

In May, 1990 we held our initial Task Force meeting to receive Task Force
comments on the Draft Advisory Committee list On June 28, we held our
first joint CORM Task Force - Advisory Committee meeting to receive
comment on our administrative draft scopingdocument. On July 20, we issued
our draft scopingdocument, called the CORM DraftStudy Plan, with Request
for Comments. As the comments came in, we held meetings with each of our
twelve subcommittees in order to reviewandcomment on preparation of draft
products, primarily the inventories of state and federal ocean statutes and
programs, and the ocean use inventories.

CORM Program Organization

The CORM scoping document,or CORM DraftStudy Plan, includes
the draft outline of the CORM report and recommmendations. This draft
outline presents the unifying themes to which all CORM activities,
subcommittees, inventories, and analyses relate.These themes are ocean uses
and issues, identification of which is required by AB 2000. In turn, each of the
twelve CORM subcommittees is focusscd on one or more ocean use and is
composed of both Task Force and Advisory Committee members. This
subcommittee composition provides a continuing focus on the network of
ocean uses and issues that otherwise might be diminished due to its
complexity.It also provides potential integration of subcommittee discussions
and analyses, and direct translation of subcommittee products to report
requirements.

The report outline divides the report into legal and management
sections. Under each section are a list of issues, each of which will be covered
under each of three chapters: extractive ocean uses-living marine resources,
extractive ocean uses-non living marine resources, and non extractive ocean
uses. Obviously, we expect some overlap and redundancy in the uses and
issues and eventually in some of the analyses. Since overlaps are a reflection
of the complex oceanographic,coastal, atmospheric, and human management
systems we are dealing with, we will work to clarifythem as we begin analyses
of options for the integration and coordination of California's ocean policy.

Promise of the CORM Program
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The CORM Program promises California a thoughtful process to
evaluate the state's ocean uses, issues, and management capacity. In addition,
the CORM Program will deliver recommendations that will facilitate the
state's adaptation to changing ocean circumstances, its accommodation of
varied ocean interests, and its management of ocean uses. The CORM
Program envisions for California a future of sustainable ocean uses of fair and
effective ocean use management.

Byconfiguring the CORM Reportaccording to ocean usesandissues
within state, federal, and international jurisdictions, theCORM Program has
made explicit its commitment to prepare substantial management options as
required by AB 2000. The scope of the report will be inclusive and its view
long-term.

There has been criticism of AB 2000 because it does not favor
renewable overnonrenewable resources. In fact, that impartiality is one of its
strengths. There has also been criticism of AB 2000 because its mandated
product isareport rather than a plan. Again, I believe this is a strength of the
bill since, in California, thereexists no commonly accepted information base
upon which the Legislature could have derived fair criteria and credible
standards to frame an ocean plan. Instead, AB 2000 recognizes the historic
participation in California's vital andvaried ocean activities of numerouslocal,
federal, state, and international agencies, industries, and interest groups. It
mayresult that the CORM Report includes in its recommendations an option
to establish ocean use priorities, as well as an option to prepare a California
ocean plan. But, as will be true of all the CORM Report recommendations,
such options will be supported by substantive and consensual justification.
Thus, AB 2000 poses California's ocean management questionswith minimal
prejudice, and challenges its Task Force and Advisory Committee to craft
equitable and credible options to address California's ocean issues.

Maintaining this even-handed approach willnot be easy. The CORM
Program strengths are also potential pitfalls. Because the process requires a
long-term view of complex and relatively nonpartisan matters, the Program
risks loss of constituency interest. Because the Program is operating outside
a crisis situation, it risks loss of priority. The present Secretary of
Environmental Affairs is a dedicated Task Force Chair, but the CORM
Program's lack of budget leaves it critically dependent on whoever holds that
Chair. Only to the degree, therefore, that the Secretary of Environmental
Affairs is committed to and provides consistent cabinet-level leadership,
administrative, professional, logistical, and clerical support, will the Program
prepare and deliver on time the report envisioned by AB 2000.

California's gubernatorial elections are next month and a new
administration will be taking office in January, 1991. In order for the CORM
Program to fulfill its promise, it is imperative that the new administration
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engage itself immediately and productively in its support.

In its first nine months, the CORM Program has accomplished a
great deal, and the work hasjust begun.
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Offshore Louisiana: A Case Study

Michael W. Wascom and James G. Wilkins
Louisiana State University Law Center

We chose this title for our presentation at this session on "State
Ocean Roles in the GulP because the state and federal "ocean" off Louisiana
has been the scene of decades of development activity to an extent unheard
of in any other coastal state. Louisiana has been blessed with a great
abundance of offshore resources in the form of mineral deposits and fisheries
stocks. This has led to a "gold rush-boom" mentality in the drive to extract
these resources with very little comprehensive long-range planning or policy.
We wish to present an overview of Louisiana's experience in managing its
coastal and offshore resources.

History of Louisiana's Offshore Development

There aresomestriking examples of the major development activities
thathave occurred in offshore Louisiana. The first offshore oilandgas rig out
of sight of land in Louisiana waters was established in 1947 and marked the
"birth" of the offshore oil and gas industry in this country. Today, over 90%
of the 4,000 mineral mining structures in U.S. coastal waters are located off
the Louisiana coast. The nation's first and only deepwater oil port, the
Louisiana Offshore Oil Port, was completed in 1981, 18 miles off the
Louisiana coast and has recently beenmoving one million barrels of oil per
daythrough its facilities. The world's onlyoffshore sulphur mining operations,
located just off the Louisiana coast, have been mining molten sulfur for 30
years. Recently, a new deposit was discovered equal in size to all the state's
previously known deposits combined. This find promises to support 30 more
years of offshore sulphur mining in Louisiana coastal waters. The molten
sulphur from the new mine will be transported to land in "thermos bottle"
tanker ships.

Louisiana ocean waters are traversed extensively by the workboats,
supply boats, crewboats, andhelicopters that service the offshoreoil and gas
rigs. Offshore waters also experience heavy shipping traffic to and from the
ports of New Orleans (number one in the nation in cargo tonnage), Baton
Rouge, and Lake Charles. The latter two ports rate among the top fifteen
U.S. ports. Every year, thouands of ships bring oil to the refineries and
petrochemical plants along the American "Ruhr valley" from BatonRouge to
NewOrleans andto similar plants andthe liquified natural gas facility at Lake
Charles, in the southwestern part of the state.

The state's commercial and recreational fishing industries have
benefited from the enormous fisheries resources off the Louisiana coast. In
1989, Louisiana's commercial fishery ranked first in the nation in poundage
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and second in value of the catch. Additionally, it has been estimated that the
recreational fishing industry is as valuable to the state as the commerical
fishing industry. Louisiana's continuing fisheries abundance (thoughestimated
to be lower thanhistorical levels) mayseem surprising in light of the fact that
a great deal of waste has been dumped in the state's waters.

Large amounts of heavily saturated brine have been pumped into
Louisiana's oceanwaters from the Louisiana saltdomes that hold a significant
portion of the nation's Strategic Petroleum Reserve and by the discharge of
produced waters from offshore oil and gas operations. Offshore oil and gas
operations have also dumped large amounts of drilling fluids into Louisiana
ocean waters. There is extensive dumping of dredged spoilin thesewaters by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers andthe area hasexperienced several "test
burns" of hazardous wastes by ocean incineration vessels.

The U.S. Supreme Court hasadded a complicating factor to all this
offshore activity by holding that Louisiana's ocean "coastline" is ambulatory,
meaning that areas of these coastal waters now owned and regulated by
Louisiana could become subject to federal ownership and regulation if
Louisiana's coastal wetlands continue to shrink at the current rate of 50
mi2/yr and the "coastline" moves inland.

Offshore/Coastal Conflicts

With the extensive development occurring in Louisiana's coastal and
offshore areas, it was inevitable and predictable that serious conflicts would
occur between user groups.

One of the most serious conflicts has occurred over habitat
destruction. There is a general perception in the fishing community (both
recreational and commercial) that the oil and gas industry has been
responsible for declines in fisheries stocks due to habitat destruction resulting
from wetland alteration and water pollution. Indeed, scientific evidence
suggests that activities such as the discharge of produced wastes and drilling
fluids, the hundreds of minor oil spills that occur each year, and dredging of
oil and gas canals in wetlands nursery habitat have a detrimental effect on
commercially important fish species. Whether or not these factors are the
major ones in the observed decline in fisheries stocks is unknown and it is
certainly true that other factors such as dredged spoil disposal, non-point
source pollution, and pollution from the Mississippi River also contribute to
habitatdestruction. Nevertheless, the perception still remains that the oil and
gas industry is a major culprit.

Added to these perceptions is the veryreal threat of a major oil spill
devastating Louisiana's offshore and coastal environment. Louisiana, with its
vast coastal wetlands and extensive production and transportation of oil in its
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territorial sea, is perhaps more vulnerable than any other state to
environmental disasters from ocean oilspills near itscoast. Indeed, Louisiana
wetlands serve as nursery grounds for a significant amount of commercially
important fishery species found throughout the Gulf of Mexico.

It would have seemed logical that, sooner or later, the thousands of
offshore oil and gas rigs with their attendant underwater piplelines and the
hundreds of commercial fishing vessels fishing offshore Louisiana with
underwater gear would result in severe "space" and "use" conflicts. However,
extensivedamage to fishing gear from these underwater hazardsoccurred for
several years without widespread concern because it was happening in an"oil
boom" atmosphere.

It is perhaps ironic that oil and gas structures themselves (not the
discharges that come from them) areconsidered by many fisheries scientists
to have a beneficial effect on fisheries stocks. These structures provide a hard
substrate, which is naturally absent in the northern Gulf, on which lower food
chain organisms can settle and grow. The extra biomass produced by these
encrusting organisms supplements the food chain on which commercially
important fish depend. Therefore, oil and gas structures are thought to
increase fishery production rather than being only fish attractors.
Unfortunately, U.S. Department of Interior and Department of Defense
regulations require that oil and gas structures be removed when production
ceases, thereby reducing the beneficial effect they are thought to have on
fisheries production. From this dilemma arose the ideaof using some oil and
gas structures for artificial reefs. While the idea of leaving some oil and gas
structures in place or moving them to designated offshore areas seems
attractive for fisheries production and recreational purposes, it has been
resisted by commercial fishermen who fear increased hazards to navigation
and fishing gear. Another issue that has arisen is the danger to marine
mammals andendangered seaturtles from the use of explosives to cut off rig
pilings belowthe mud line, currently arequirement for proper removal. Other
techniques are more dangerous to humans and more costly and could
influence an oil company's decision on how to handle an obsolete rig.

A great deal of friction has occurred in Louisiana between
recreational and commercial fishermen on the issue of "over exploited"
species. Each group seems to preceive that the other side is "hogging" the
resource. While such conflicts have always been present, they have been
precipitated recently by the actions of the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries
Management Council in closing the commercial red drum fishery in federal
waters and in considering a partial closure of the brown shrimp fishery to
protect juvenile red snapper.

Louisiana's coastline is one of the most littered areas in the U.S. and
"litter researchers" point to offshore industries, including oil and gas, ocean
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shipping, and fisheries, as major contributors to the problem. While litter is
not of the same significance as habitat destruction, it hasbeen demonstrated
that it can be a serious threat to some wildlife. It is also an indicator of
general environmental attitudes that could spill overinto more serious areas.

Louisiana's Responses to Offshore Conflicts and Issues

Louisiana's ocean "policy" for dealing with these ever-increasing and
often conflicting offshore uses over the past 43 years has consisted of "after
the fact," ad hoc solutions to whatever problem needed resolution at a given
time. Louisiana has not developed a comprehensive policy for its offshore
waters as several coastal states have recently done. In sum, Louisiana has
usually "reacted" to events in the waters off its coast as they have occurred,
rather than developed an "anticipatory" long-range ocean plan and policy.

The state has addressed the problemof habitatdestruction primarily
on an agency-by-agency basiswith the exception of a seriesof memorandaof
understanding between the Coastal Management Division (whoseactivities will
be discussed below) and other agencies having jurisdictional responsibilities
in the coastal zone and offshore. These MOU's function primarily to delineate
authority in case of agency conflicts rather than establish a comprehensive
plan or policy in which the various agencies participate. Therefore, state
agencies continue to essentially "work alone" in their respective jurisdictions
in the coastal zone and offshore. For example, the Department of
Environmental Quality has recently proposed regulations to ban produced
water discharges into coastal waters and is currently developing regulations
under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act to enable it to take a larger role
in protectingwetlands. The Department of Health and Hospitals has closed
several contaminated oyster beds and attempted to control sewage discharge
into coastal waters. The Department of Wildlife and Fisheries has
responsibility for the living resources of the coastal zone and territorial sea
and almostexclusive jurisdiction over statewildlife refuges. The Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries also has special authority to impose conditions on
coastal use permits by virtue of its MOU with the Coastal Management
Division.

Despite the clearand presentdanger Louisiana faces from the threat
of a major oil spill, the state has yet to develop a comprehensive oil spill
contingency plan or assure the availability of the necessary equipment and
personnel to respond to a large oil spill. The Louisiana Offshore Oil Port
(LOOP) has its own oil spill contigency plan, equipment, and personnel to
deal with spills resulting from the operation of its facility. However LOOP'S
oilspill response capability would be inadequate to deal withanoil spill of the
magnitude of the EXXON Valdez. As a result of fears generated by the that
spill, comprehensive oil spill legislation was introduced during the 1990
Louisiana legislative session. Even though the Mega Borg oil spill off the
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Texas coast during that legislative session brought home the very real threat
to Louisiana, political pressure from the oil industry resulted in the passage
of such a weakened version of the bill that its author asked the Governor to
veto it, which he did. As a substitute, the Governor issued an executive order
establishing a commission named the Oil Spill Prevention Task Force to
prepare a statewide oil spill prevention and contingency plan. Therefore, even
though this task force is now meeting, Louisiana is still without an adequate
oil spill response capability.

After several years of extensive damage to fishing gear caused byoil
and gas-related underwater "obstructions," Louisiana finally lobbied to have
a compensation program for commercial fishermen, the "Fisherman's Gear
Contingency Fund," includedin the federal Outer ContinentalShelf Lands Act
Amendments of 1978. The following year, the Louisiana Legislature enacted
the "Fisherman's Gear Compensation Fund" tocompensate fishermen for gear
damage occurring in state waters. Both of these programs are funded by
"assessments" on the oil and gas industry.

Faced withthe fact thatmostof Louisiana's working offshore oiland
gas rigs would become "non-producers" over the next 20 years and that the
U.S. Department of Defense was mandating that these rigs be removed as
they "played out," the state lobbied Congress to pass legislation allowing
obsolete rigs to be used as artificial reefs for enhancing offshore fish
production, sport fishing, and diving. In 1984, Congress enacted the National
Reef Enhancement Act and, in 1986, Louisiana adopted its own Louisiana
Fishing Enhancement Act, designed to facilitate the use of decommissioned
offshore oil and gas rigs as artificial reefs. However, several issues remain to
be resolved. The threat rigremoval poses to seaturtles andmarine mammals
is currently being handled byobserving the area around therig for twenty-four
hours before removal to make sure there are noturtles ormammals present.
This may or may not provide adequate protection over the long run. A more
serious impediment to the program is the fact that all rigs used for artificial
reefs so far have been placed far offshore indeep water to accommodate the
concerns of commercial fishermen regarding navigation and gear hazards. The
distance of the rigs from shore has resulted inthem not being much used for
recreational purposes. All attempts to establish nearshore reefscontinue to be
met with strong resistence.

The Fisherman's Gear Compensation Fund and Louisiana Fishing
Enhancement Act have alleviated some of the friction and conflict between
the oil and gas industry and Louisiana commercial fishermen. However, a
greatdealof animositystillexists from commercial andrecreational fishermen
who perceive that the oil and gas industry has been responsible for a great
deal of habitat destruction with a negative impact on fisheries stocks. Another
conflict occurring inLouisiana's coastal waters which has yet tobeadequately
resolved involves thedamage caused to oyster lessees byoil and gas activities
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damaging their oyster leases.

Louisiana did not adequately anticipate or plan for the conflicts that
have arisen over fisheries resources. However, the activities of the Gulf of
Mexico Fisheries Management Council have stirred up great controversy in
Louisiana's commercial and recreational fishing industries since the council
was established in 1978. The closure of the commercial red drum fishery in
federal waters a few years ago provided the impetus for the Louisiana
Legislatureto drastically reduce red drum catch in state watersby giving this
species gamefish status. The predicted collapse of the red snapper fishery
(partially as a result of by-catch of juvenile red snapper in shrimpnets) has
prompted the Gulf Council recently to consider a proposal to partially close
the brown shrimp fishery in state waters, which would significantly affect
Louisiana's economy. The furor that this proposal generated resulted in the
Gulf Council delaying its implementation for the time being. Louisiana
representatives on the Council voted against the closure and against drastic
reductions in the commercial and recreational red snapper harvest. This is
essentially a "wait and see" approach. Such actions by the Gulf Council have
encouraged Louisiana's fishery managers to begin developing scientific fishery
profiles and management plans for each state fisheries species, rather than
continuein a "laissez faire" approach to fisheries management. To date, there
remains a great deal of animosity between recreational and commercial
fishermen and the perception by each group that the other side is "hogging"
the resource.

So far, Louisiana hasrespondedto its marinedebris problemsashave
other states-with organized beach clean-ups and educational programs.
However, more comprehensive preventive measures will be necessary,
especially if federal lawprohibiting the dumping of plastics at sea (MARPOL
Annex IV) fails to achieve its intended results.

As the above examples indicate, Louisiana's "ocean policy" has
historically consisted primarily of a series of ad hoc, "reactive" approaches to
issues after they occur, rather than a holistic, long-range planning approach.
However, two pieces of coastal legislation in Louisiana have begun to focus
the attention of state officials on a more "forward-looking" approach to ocean
and coastal issues. Seventeen years ago, the legislatively-created Louisiana
Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources produced its final
report after a two year study. The most important-and
lasting-recommendation of the final reportwasthat Louisiana adopt a coastal
zone management program. It was felt by the Commission that development
of such a program would adequately address the coastal and marine issues
then facing the state well into the future. There were no recommendations
addressinga forward-looking "ocean policy" per se. In 1978, as a result of the
primary recommendation of the Commission and to take advantage of the
Coastal Energy Impact Fund provisions of the 1976 amendments to the
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Coastal Zone Management Act (which compensated coastal states for adverse
impacts from offshore oil and gas development), the Louisiana Legislature
enacted the"State and Local Coastal Resources Management Act." From this
Act, Louisiana developed the Louisiana Coastal Resources Program which
received federal approval in September, 1980. The Act defines the Louisiana
coastal zone as extending to the "the seaward limit of the state of Louisiana
asdetermined by law." This has generally beentaken to mean the three-mile
territorial sea limit in effect in the U.S. prior to the 1988 Presidential
Proclamation of a 12-mile U.S. territorial sea. However, Louisiana has not
"officially" given upits claim toaterritorial sea claim of three marine leagues
(and a state statute soprovides), although theU.S. Supreme Court has ruled
against the state on this issue.

The State and Local Coastal Resources Management Act has led to
a more comprehensive approach to resource management issues in the
Louisiana coastal zone including the territorial sea and has been somewhat
effective in slowing down the rate of habitat destruction in the coastal zone
and offshore. As an example, the Coastal Management Division of the
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources is currently attempting to use
federal consistency provisions ofthe Coastal Zone Management Acttochange
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers practices in ocean dumping of dredged spoil
to make more beneficial uses of the spoil in Louisiana's battle with coastal
erosion. Additionally, the Coastal Management Division is requiring that oil
companies change their practices in wetlands and offshore to reduce the
environmental impacts. In 1989, the Louisiana Legislature created the
Louisiana Wetlands Conservation and Restoration Authority, with the
authority to develop a wetlands conservation and restoration plan and policy,
and the Office of Coastal Restoration and Management in the State
Department of Natural Resources which provides administrative coordination
between Coastal Restoration and Coastal Management. These two pieces of
legislation provide the potential for developing a long-range coastal and
marine resource policy in Louisiana and, while not directly focusing on
development of an "ocean policy" for Louisiana, theyconstitute a basis from
which such a policycan be formulated.

Conclusion

A comprehensive "ocean policy" for Louisiana's offshore waters is
long overdue. Over the next few years, we will be working with others to
encourage the state to "revisit" a long-range study of its marine resources
management efforts after a 17 year hiatus.
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Preliminary Findings of an Ocean Policy Study in Mississippi

Richard J. McLaughlin
University of Mississippi Law Center

Introduction

Coastal and ocean activities have traditionally played a relatively
minor role in Mississippi's cultural, historical, and political heritage. The
historical dominance of the state's economy by agriculture and forestry
assured that the Mississippi River Delta and central interior regions would
become the cultural and economic heartland. Even though Mississippi's
coastal area is developingfaster than any other portion of the state, its
comparatively small size (the state's three coastal counties contain about 81
miles of oceancoastline) and lackof a majorcoastal city has limited its ability
to influence state policy in coastal and ocean matters. Sustained and effective
coastal and ocean policy initiatives are also hindered by a combination of
powerfully entrenched coastal economic groups that seek to restrict
government interference in their activities, coupled with a chronically
underfunded and understaffed marine resource management infrastructure.

Consequently, the state's present institutional framework is geared
primarily toward the management of single ocean uses such as fisheries or
offshore oil and gas development. Few formal structural mechanisms exist to
promote the integrated and comprehensive management of the state's ocean
areas. For example, unlike many coastal states, no government-sponsored
coastal and ocean advisory panels, interagency management committees, or
citizens advisorygroups are currently in place.

In 1989, the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Legal Program received
funding from the National Sea Grant Program to produce an ocean policy
study for the state. Patterned after similar studies undertaken in North
Carolina, Hawaii, Oregon, and Florida, the study will focus on the major
ocean issues facing the state and will identify areas where additional or
improved state management initiatives may be warranted. Although the
Mississippi study has received substantial assistance and cooperation from a
number of state agencies, it has received no direct funding or official
sponsorship from the state government.

The goals of the Mississippi study will be slightly different from those
of other state studies published to date. Because Mississippi's ocean
management infrastructure is at such an early stage of development in
comparison with most coastal states, the study's primary emphasis will be to
encourage the state to adopt an effective ocean management institutional
framework rather than to provide detailed issue-specific policy
recommendations. The studywill examine specificocean use issues, but solely
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within the context of developing a workingagenda and informationsource for
future policymakers once a proper management framework is put into place.
Instead of providing specific recommendations, a list of ocean management
challenges facing state policymakers will be included in the study.
Implementation of specific recommendations should probably not take place
until a more effective ocean management infrastructure is developed, including
steps that allow for greater citizen participation and inter-agency policy
debate.

Organization and Research Methodology

Prior to beginning research on the ocean policy study, surveys were
mailed to members of the academic, government, and private-sector
communities who have special knowledge of Mississippi's ocean and coastal
areas. There were two primaryreasons for sending out the surveys. First, we
wanted to find out from those who were most interested in the state's

management of its ocean resources whether certain ocean issues were
significant enough to warrant discussion in the study. And second,we felt that
a survey and accompanying letter of explanation would be the most
cost-effectiveway of informingselectedindividuals that an ocean policystudy
was being undertaken and of soliciting their help to review and comment on
draft portions.

We received survey responses from over forty ocean and coastal
professionals. Generally, every oceanissue that was listed in at least 75 % of
the responses as of "great significance" or of "some significance" to the State
of Mississippi will be included in the study. A few issues that received less
than 75% will also be addressed becauseof their close relationship to issues
of greater concern. The onlyocean issues thatwereeliminated from the study
based upon results of the survey were: geophysical testing and exploration;
alternative oceanenergysources; marinehardmineralmining; maritime traffic
separation schemes and marking of hazards; and military uses of the ocean.

After an introductory section describing the present administrative
structuregoverning oceanresources in the State of Mississippi, fourteenmajor
subject areas will be includedwithin the study:

1) state administration of ocean resources
2) submerged lands jurisdiction and extension of the

territorial sea

3) offshore energy
4) oil/hazardous substance spills
5) marine pollution
6) ocean dumping
7) living resource management
8) protection of cultural and historical resources
9) protected marine areas and barrier islands
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10) marine recreation
11) marine education and research
12) state-federal consistency
13) management frameworks for improved interstate,

interagency, and citizen cooperation
14) model legislation for the establishment of a Mississippi

Ocean and Coastal Advisory Council

Eachsubjectareawillbe divided into three sections. The first section
will provide background information on the topic This will include a
discussion of the socio/economic and environmentalsignificance of the issue
as well as an overview of the existing management framework within the
national and international context. The second section will discuss each issue
as it directlyrelates to the State of Mississippi. Information will be provided
on the issue's present status and the role that the state currently plays in its
management. The final section will discuss the ocean policy challenges that
need to be addressedby state policymakers in the future. References willbe
provided at the end of each section to assist those who may be wish to look
at a particular ocean issue more closely.

Summary of Preliminary Findings

The following very briefly summarizes some of the findings of the
Mississippi Ocean Policy Study to date. Some sections of the study are not
complete; the draft report will not be sent out for review and comment until
January 1991.

State Administration of Ocean Resources

The administrative framework governingthe use and management of
Mississippi's ocean resources is compartmentalized and relatively
uncoordinated. In the executive branch, the Governor has a Special Assistant
for Natural Resources. However, ocean resource management is but a small
portion of this individual's broad area of responsibility. Moreover, the
assistant's role is purely reactive and consists primarily of responding to
problem issues at the request of the Governor.

The Secretary of State's office is a multi-faceted service and
information agency charged with many statutory obligations, including the
leasing and saleof state submerged lands. While the Secretaryof State is the
elected trustee of the state's public lands, his/her mandate in that regard is
limited to state submerged lands ownership issues.

Most responsibility and authority for implementing ocean-related
policiesbelongs to Mississippi's administrative agencies. The Department of
Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks' Bureau of Marine Resources is the lead agency
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in marine resource management. As the agency responsible for
implementation of the state's Coastal Program, as well as many ocean
management duties not covered under that regulatory scheme, BMR is
involved in practically every aspect of ocean and coastal management. The
Department of Environmental Quality's Bureau of Pollution Control is
responsible for the designation of water quality parameters for the state and
issues all water pollution permits for activities affecting state waters. Other
agencies with responsibilities over ocean activities include the Bureau of
Geology and Energy, Department of Archives and History, and the
Department of Economic and Community Development.

In the Mississippi State Legislature, several standing committees
consider ocean-relatedlegislation. Senate committees include:the Committee
on Wildlife and Marine Resources; Committee on Ports and Industries;
Committee on Oil, Gas and other Minerals; and the Committee on
Environmental Protection, Conservation and Water Resources. Committees
in the House of Representatives include: the Committee on Conservation and
Water Resources; Committee on Game and Fish; and Committee on Oil, Gas
and Other Minerals. None of these committees consider ocean issues

exclusively; furthermore, there are no legislativestaff members in either house
who have specialized knowledge of ocean and coastal affairs.

At least seven state government agencies have authority or
involvement in the use and management of ocean resources. However, there
is no unified framework for ocean governance and no formal institutional
mechanism to bring all of the affected entities together. Agencies will
occasionally cooperate on an ad hoc basisto evaluate certain permit requests
or to solve a specific problem, but generally, each agency independently
develops and implements its own ocean policy goals.

State Submerged Lands and Extension of the Territorial Sea

Mississippi has been awarded regulatory authority over a largeocean
area as a result of the United States Supreme Court decision in United States
v. Louisiana,470U.S. 93 (1985), which held that the entire Mississippi Sound
is a historic bay and that its waters are inland waters owned by the states of
Mississippi and Alabama. Rather than being limited to a territorial sea of
three miles measured from the mainland coastline, Mississippi state waters
extend to a point three miles seaward of the barrier islands or approximately
eleven to eighteen miles offshore. State jurisdiction may be extended even
farther depending on what future steps Congress takes to clarifydiscrepancies
in the dozens of laws governing the ocean environment brought about as a
result of 1988 Presidential Proclamation that expanded the territorial sea of
the United States from three to twelve miles.

Mississippi's submerged lands management policy was developed in
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association with the state's coastal program. Consequently, the management
regime is primarily devoted to coastal and near-shore submerged land issues.
There is no comprehensive policy for planning andmanagement of submerged
lands of the territorial sea. Instead, policy decisions continue to be made by
state agencies with single regulatory missions, such as the management of
living resources or offshore energy.

The state needs to examine the feasibility of developing a
comprehensive state policy and regulatory process regarding the leasing and
other use of state land. Some progress has been made as a result of recent
legislation regulating public trust tidelands, but that legislation is exclusively
devoted to nearshore tideland uses and not to the broader range of activities
taking place in the territorial sea.

There should alsobe an evaluation of the impact of the extension of
the territorial seaon the following state interests: oilandgas revenue sharing
in the twelve mile area; federal consistency for activities occurring in the
ocean zone between three and twelve miles; recognition by federal agencies
thatstatewater quality standards andcertification requirements extendbeyond
the current three mile limit. If the extension of state jurisdiction into the
extended territorial sea is found to be essential for the accomplishment of
important ocean management objectives, the state shouldcooperatewith the
Coastal States Organization, Southern Governors Association, and other
nationaland regional bodies to vigorously convey that position to the federal
government.

Offshore Energy

Recently, manyAtlantic and Pacific coaststates have rejected oil and
gas drilling within their coastal waters due to rising popular protectionist
sentiment. To accommodate the citizens of these states, the federal
government has removed the corresponding federal waters from leasing
consideration. As a result, increased burdens will likely be brought to bear
on the Gulf Coast states, where the petroleum and petrochemical industries
and the states have generallyenjoyed a friendly relationship. As the pressures
of exploration and development increase within the Gulf, Mississippi should
adopt a coherent risk assessment approach balancing the development and
preservation of its natural resources.

The state should address the following issues relating to the
development of offshore energy resources: the feasibility of earmarking a
portion of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Section 8(g) funds for
coastal communities to help local governments offset the onshore impact of
outer continental shelf (OCS) drilling; implementation of a mechanism to
ensure that the governor and state agencies take better advantage of the
opportunity to comment on proposedOCS leasing programs; the advisability
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of having continental shelf lease sales on a yearly basis as is presently the
practice or changing to biennial or triennial lease sales as is the practice in
other regions of the nation; evaluation of the impacts of chronic low-level
petroleum spills that are not addressed in the existing environmental impact
statement; andconsideration of high-level official consultation withotherGulf
states to determine a common strategy to deal with increasing drilling
pressures caused by the crisis in Kuwait and the reluctance of other regions
to allow new exploration or drilling. Drilling in the Gulf should be ordered
and paced and other regions should be forced to carry their fair share.

Oil Spills

Mississippi's coastal waters serve as a major transportation corridor
(via pipelines and tankers) for crude oiland petroleum products. One of the
nation's largest oil refineries, as well as a number of other large industrial
concerns is located in coastal areas. The state is currently in the process of
reevaluating its oil spill prevention and response program. It haschosen to
take this step in light of the recently enacted federal "Oil Pollution Act of
1990" (H.R. 1465) and of perceived weaknesses in the cleanup efforts of two
spills in 1989, when aChevron pipeline spilled 4,200 gallons of oily water into
Bayou Casotte and a ruptured barge near Horn Island spilled 32,000 gallons
of light crude into Mississippi Sound. The following measures should be
included in anyreevaluation of state policy: whether comprehensive state oil
spill legislation should be enacted; how to improve the inventory system to
more accurately catalogue the location and availability of specific types of oil
cleanup equipment; the feasibility of purchasing state-owned cleanup
equipment so that it would always be available when needed; revisions to the
state contingency plan to better coordinate intra-state administrative
cooperation and to encourage coastal counties and communities to become
more familiar with the plan; the feasibility of conducting periodic oil spill
drills; the feasibility of developing a formal state policy on the useof advanced
cleanup technology such as microorganisms and chemical dispersants; and,
formation of a policy that specifically spells outwhen and how state funds, as
opposed to federal or private funds, will be used to cleanup a spill.

Ocean Dumping and Marine Pollution

There are a number of major dredging projects currently taking
place along the Mississippi coast. Of greatest significance is dredging
associated with the U.S. Navy's development of Singing River Island near
Pascagoula as a new home port, and the deepening of the Gulfport Ship
Channel from 34 feet to 38 feet. Until recently, dredge spoilswere disposed
of in upland sites. However, a special state/federal task force agreed to allow
uncontaminated spoils to be disposed of in thedeep waters of the Gulf, while
toxic spoils would continue to go to upland disposal sites. In July, 1990, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agencyproposed to designate an arealocated
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approximately 1.5 nautical miles southeast of Horn Island and 14 nautical
miles south of the mainland as a ocean dredged material disposal site. The
proposed site is located within state waters.

The significance of land-based and vessel-based marine pollution in
Mississippi Sound is just now being recognized. Pollution from seashore
industries, agricultural and residential run-off, and municipal waste is
especially severe in the Pascagoula River system, Biloxi Baysystem, and the
St. Louis Baysystem. Although the open Sound is still relatively pollution-
free in comparison to coastal areas located near river and bay systems,
localized pollution problems are increasing.

Vessel pollution continues to plague state waters and beaches. A
recent survey of beach cleanup data indicated that Mississippi hadabout3000
pounds of litter per mile of beach, the third highest amount in the nation.
Intentional or accidental discharges from vessels and oil platforms still occur
frequently despite recently enacted federal and state marine litter laws.

Living Resources Management

In 1989, commercial fishery landings in Mississippi reached 292.2
million pounds, fifth largest inthenation. Despite depressed conditions in the
shrimp and oyster fisheries in recent years, the commercial and recreational
fishing industries continue to contribute up to $100 million annually to the
state economy. Issues that should be examined and acted upon include: an
evaluation of whether the funding and staffing levels of the Bureau of Marine
Resources are sufficient to carry out its management responsibilities; the
severity of longstanding problems associated with incomplete collection of
harvest data; the feasibility of requiring licenses for saltwater recreational
fishermen; the feasibility of adopting a limited entry program for the shrimp
fishery, ) whether the state needs to adopt an oyster management plan,
including areevaluation of thecentury-old law that allows riparian owners the
exclusive right to plant and gather oysters within 750 yards from the shore;
and the feasibility of establishing a management plan to better deal with
land-based point source and non-pomt source pollution that is contaminating
oyster beds and fish nurseryhabitat.

Protection of Cultural and Historical Resources

The Antiquities Law of Mississippi (Miss. Code Ann. 39-7-1 Cet
seq.D) declares all sunken or abandoned ships and wrecks imbedded in state
submerged lands to be the sole property of the state. It also establishes a
permit system by which a permit may be issued to enter into contracts with
state agencies or private parties for the discovery and salvage of sunken or
abandoned ships. However, the Department of Archives and History is
seriously understaffed and no guidelines are currently in place to assist the
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agency in making such permitting decisions. The Department is interested in
developing a state management program incorporating federal guidelines
recently proposed by the National Park Service, as well as guidelines from
innovative programs in otherstates, but funds arenot available to implement
the new program or to survey and inventory existing shipwreck sites.

Protection of Marine Areas and Barrier Islands

While state law does empower the Mississippi Commission on
Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks to establish aquatic sanctuaries (Miss. Code
Ann. 4-9-29), the statehas not yet set aside anymarineareas. There has also
been no effort to designate a national marine sanctuary or national estuarine
sanctuary in state or federal waters off the Mississippi coast. However,
severalof the barrierislands off the Mississippi coastare part of the National
Gulf Seashore and are, therefore, partially protected by the National Park
Service.

Mississippi haschosen not to cedeanyof its jurisdictional authority
over the barrier islands to the federal government. Consequently, National
Park Serviceenforcement actionsare primarily limited to protectingresources
and providing for the orderly use of the seashore. Most serious crimes must
be dealt with under applicable state law and by officers of state or local
agencies.

The state's Coastal Zone Management Program provides significant
protection for those barrier islands not within the National Gulf Seashore.
However, there is concern that certain variances and exemptions could allow
for the development of privately owned tracts on a few of the barrier islands,
which may be in conflict with National Park Service barrier island
management practices.

Management Frameworks for Improved Interstate, Interagency and Citizens
Cooperation

Although state agency personnel interact on a regular basis with
colleagues from other agencies and with the public, there is no formal
institutional mechanism that provides for coordinated state action concerning
ocean policy decisions. Each agency and legislative committee tends to
formulate its own policy goals guided by its unique perception of the interests
of its constituents. With the exception of public hearings mandated by law
under certain circumstances, the general public is often excluded from the
ocean policydecision-making process.

Moreover, because the environmental and resource allocation
problems in the Gulfof Mexico, and in the Mississippi Sound in particular,
are the result of multi-state and international activities, effective solutions will
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require a multi-state, cooperative effort. With the possible exception of
fisheries research conducted under the auspices of the Gulf States Marine
Fisheries Commission, no program is currently in place to provide for
coordination of ocean and coastal planning, policy coordination, and state
action in the region.

Mississippi should seek a leadership role in the effort to develop a
more formal regional coordination structure. Mississippi should adopt the
following measures to improve its ocean management program. Legislation
shouldbe enacted that promotes andinsures coordinated management of the
ocean and coastal resources within the jurisdiction of the state and with
adjacent states. This legislation should establish a Mississippi Ocean and
Coastal Policy Advisory Council comprised of appointed representatives from
the Governor's office, state agencies, the public, ocean users, and local
government. Among other purposes, the Council would provide a
broad-based forum for discussing ocean and coastal resource issues, assist in
the coordination of agency actions, establish several technical advisory
committees to aid in the preparation of a StateOcean Management Plan, and
encourage and coordinate interstate and state/federal cooperative programs.

As envisioned, the State Ocean Management Plan would provide
specific recommendations to develop or improve state agency programs to
manage ocean resources andwould serve as a basis for agency or legislative
action. It isnot intended to serve asacompulsory coastal and ocean useplan.
A compulsory use plan that is developed independently from the Legislature
would likely run into serious and probably fatal political opposition.

Additionally, the state should take a leadership role in developing a
mechanism for greater regional cooperation inocean and coastal planning and
protection. One alternative would be to use the existing Southern States
Energy Board Interstate Compact as a framework to improve cooperation
between the GulfStates in matters pertaining to the protection of the ocean
and coastal environment, especially oil spill response capabilities. A second
alternative would be for the states to work more closely with the
Environmental Protection Agency's Gulf of Mexico Program located at the
John C.Stennis Space Center, Mississippi. The Gulfof Mexico Program has
already sponsoreda number of standingcommittees on various environmental
issues of importance to the Gulf. The program might also agree to create a
regional ocean policy committee made up of state, local, and federal
representatives with the aim of developing a more coordinated ocean
management framework in the Gulf region.

Conclusion

The primary purpose of the Mississippi Ocean Policy Study is to
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convince state policymakers and others that there are a number of
ocean-related issues that are important to the state and that cannot be
ignored. Unless the state takes reasonable steps today to improve its ocean
management capabilities by establishing a coordinated management
framework, it will be faced with much moredifficult and expensive choices in
the years to come.
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